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A. Discussion About Concurrent Work

So far, there are three concurrent single-object visual tracking methods based on Transformers, \textit{i.e.}, TrDiMP \cite{S-TARK}, TransT \cite{TransT}, STARK \cite{S-TARK}. Though these methods and ours all use transformers, the difference lies clearly in them. 1) TransT focuses on feature fusion between the target object and the search patches. 2) TrSiam is based on DiMP and improves the appearance features with transformers. 3) STARK is similar to our Concatenation baseline. However, Less background is contained in template images in STARK and the prediction head and training loss in STARK are different from those in our approach. 4) Different from them, DTT provides a novel online discriminative tracking pipeline. It models the foreground and background information of training frames with encoders and provides the discriminative feature embeddings for the decoders. Besides, the transformer architecture we use is pure, straightforward and efficient.

B. Detailed Results About Hyperparameters

\textbf{Learning Rate} We set the updating rate $\gamma = 0.01$ following the common settings in previous discriminative trackers \cite{Eco, Fast-deepkcf}. In our experiments on GOT-10k, the performance of DTT is not sensitive to $\gamma$ when $0.001 < \gamma < 0.02$ (AUC ranges from 0.623 to 0.634). Using larger or smaller $\gamma$ will cause worse results of DTT (\textit{e.g.}, 0.226 when $\gamma = 1$ and 0.605 when $\gamma = 0$) due to the serious error accumulation and the lack of generalization ability, respectively.

\textbf{Layers of Encoders/Decoders} Setting only one layer of decoder and encoder in DTT obtains AUC of 0.615 and over 70 FPS on GOT-10k. Setting 4 layers can improve the results slightly but cause lower FPS (around 30). Thus we selected 2 layers at last for the balance of efficiency and accuracy.

\textbf{Elliptic Weight} The elliptic weight in Sec. 3.4 provides an improvement of 0.5\% in our experiments compared with rectangular one.
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